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Full of diverse content and challenging enemies, on my list of games that I will sing 20 hours into, soon. definitely wort it on
sale but I would give it 8/10 for the full price. GG EZ Great Champion, more like, Berate Lampton!!!!. worth to buy, im really
love the concept of the game, skill is more important and p2w is not a type of the game. I sympathize somewhat with some of
the negative reviews here but honestly, I think their being a bit dramatic. The games costs \u20ac2.39 and is actually a good little
game. Not being able to use your sword mid air or while running seemed stupid to me at first then I grew to like it. It makes it
more challenging, which is the point. It's a CastleVania clone and it's supposed to be difficult. All in all, I found the game to be
quite easy in fairness but enjoyed it a lot.
Here's a video of me playing the first couple of levels if you want to check it out.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/0_-tpT-_ACA. Just completed it. It's a shame, I love the premise of the story, but the gameplay just doesnt
live up to the vision. The character designs are pretty fun, and there is the occasional fun moment the first time you play one of
your tricks.. but after that there is nothing unexpected. Here's the things you may click, click them at the right time, level over.
If you want to see this concept done right, get Ghost Trick. You can hop into all sorts of objects and the puzzles always unravel
in quirky, unexpected ways. It is a joy to play and very clever. Wayward Manor doesn't come close to it. Sorry guys.. This game
has been out for about a week and it's already dominated by aimbots.
Neat.
This game's a lot of fun when you actually get to play it, but between all the trolls, hackers, morons who haven't played the
tutorial, and the broken matchmaker (had two games in a row where we were missing 2 players. N e a t) it's too much of a chore
to bother.
Wait for the next update to see if they implement a better anti-cheat, teach new players better, and add a reporting feature. And
if not... well at least I got some Dead by Daylight cosmetics for my $35 Canadian Dollars.
*EDIT - Developer response has given me hope. I do not hate this game but I do think that in its current state it's not worth
purchasing. Wait for anti-cheat before buying this game because right now it's impossible to enjoy with speedhackers on one
side and wall hacking aimbots on the other.. 10/10 would eat again
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I just made it to mission 11 last night and I have to say that this has to be the best campaign for the A-10C. The voice acting is
spot on! You really need to be on your toes with this campaign as CAS calls come flying in and you better be ready to write the
info down because once its gone... its gone.
This really forced me to learn the aircraft and the systems better to get the job done.
I understand that several of the last missions are currently broken... I am hoping that they get fixed soon.
Will BRRRRRRTTTT again 10\/10. Man I really wanted to like this game. I really wanted to recommend it to my friends, let
people try it out, but I just cant.
Im not going to write a book here, but Ill say a few things briefly.
The graphics everyone are complaining about? Meh. They arent terrible. Thats the least of the games problems tbh.
The problem lies in a few things, one of which is pretty much a core mechanic and will probably never be fixed. The AI is
basically scripted and cheats. So if you are expecting an Alien Isolation experience, this isnt it. The AI will always be in the
same place, every time, take the same path, and its basically up to you to figure out the "Trick" to get past it on that particular
area or stage. This pretty much killed it for me.
The second biggest problem is the controls on the HTC Vive. They are just awful. Im not talking about locamotion, Im talking
how the game has you interact with things is just illogical give the controls you are using. Trigger to grab things? UP on the
Touchpad to shoot? What? Did no one with a Vive playtest this and tell the Devs how awful that is?
FInally, the game is short. Like an hour-ish. And given it has very little replay value, its just not worth $20 for that length. I
didnt beat it personally because I couldnt stand the awful glitchy AI and bad controls, but there are plenty of youtube videos that
will show you the game length.. this is the best fps i have ever played who needs cs:go the servers are the best i have ever seen
and they put so mch time into this i rate 10/10. If you enjoyed the game Civil War 2 then this is a good DLC for the game. The
added scenarios are good and add more possible directions the game can go. You can play later in the war and the 64 65
scenario is a real challenge as a confederate just like the war. But if your new to the game the 62 east or west campaign is a good
starter for learning to handle larger operations if you have been learning through the smaller scenarios. Its a lil pricey but if you
can snag it on a sale this is a must have for this game.... Do you like arcade shooters, retro artstyles, fast paced games, and huge
skill trees?
Then this game is for you!
The goal of the game is to get all 8 keys to escape the terminal, and should you do that, you'll get your stats reset but you get
extra starting points and passive node slots up to 5 times.
It took me 70 minutes to complete the game counting time in menus.
Do I reccomend? Absolutely. It's essentially a $10 game with a permanent 80% off discount.
. This game is hands down one of the best games I have played to date, and I'm quite the avid gamer. Warhammer seems to have
taken over my life as of recent and this holds the Holy Grail. You don't even have to be a fan of Warhammer to enjoy it. This
Diablo 3-esque dungeon crawler already has plenty of hours shoved into playtime and has plenty more headed its way. Replay
value is extremely high as I want to max out all characters. 100\/10 recommend this game.
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